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A&P Air Conditioning

HVAC

A&P Air Conditioning started from humble beginnings as a

Initiatives to streamline operations: Moving
away from spreadsheets and documents

two-man operation. Over the past 35 !:Jears, the compan!:J

As Vice President, Mr. Sarshalom's initiatives included

established itself as one of the leading mechanical

streamlining the compan!:J's operational workflow to

contractors in South Florida. A&P provides installation and

ensure that the!:J were spending their time and resources

maintenance services for air conditioning and cooling

wisel!:J. He implemented a bid tracking platform to

S!:JStems for commercial, industrial, and residential projects.

manage A&P Air Conditioning's proposals. He was able

The compan!:J boasts a wide range of experience across

to use this capture-all database to keep track of the

various sectors such as restaurants, offices, retail, hotels,

proposal information including pricing, equipment,

and more including Port of Miami, Seminole Hard Rock

supplies, status, and reminders all in one central location.

Casino, and several public schools within the Miami-Dade

With that initiative completed and as Mr. Sarshalom

district.

began to learn more about the operations of A&P, he

From its inception to now, A&P Air Conditioning is focused
on delivering the best possible results and has never paid
liquidated damages. All 150 emplo!:Jees of A&P Air
Conditioning uphold the compan!:J's core values of integrit!d,
trust and a commitment to deliver, which is wh!:J the majorit!d
of their work is relationship driven. The team at A&P Air
Conditioning values the relationships the!:J hold with the
various General Contractors the!:J work with on a regular
basis.

discovered that the team also needed a change in how
the!:J manage their projects.

"We were using a Lot of spreadsheets and word
documents to manage our projects," said Mr.
Sarshalom. "For example, we had a Change
Order template and RFI template. We we
would type up the information into the
templates and then email the documents to
the GC for approval."

A&P's high qualit!d of work has enabled them to develop
strong relationships with several General Contractors in the

While this process served them well for man!:J !:Jears, the

area. Because of that stellar reputation, A&P Air

team was growing tremendousl!:J and needed to manage

Conditioning was growing tremendousl!:J, and Founder

their project operations and communications more

Inocencio Gonzalez and President Adrian Gonzalez invited

efficientl!:J. Mr. Sarshalom continued, "The new projects

Me!:Jer Sarshalom to join them as a co-owner and Vice

were more complex, generating man!:J RFls and plan

President. With his experience as a propert!:J developer, Mr.

revisions, which in turn translated to man!:J Change

Sarshalom worked alongside A&P Air Conditioning on

Orders. And with multiple projects going on, with the

several projects and was excited about this opportunit!d to

same level of complexit!d, that's when we realized we

work directl!:J with the A&P team.

needed a solution to help us."
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